Warehouse Management
Apprise® Warehouse Management gives you the power to change your warehouse from a cost driver into a strategic
competitive advantage. Respond quickly to customer requirements with flexible and efficient receiving, putaway,
inventory allocation, picking, replenishment, delivery and more.

Improved space utilization

Productivity and efficiency gains

Flexible bin, zone, and location management for single
or multiple warehouses ensures scarce space is most
efficiently utilized. Track and manage workflow and
inventory more effectively with space allocation for
various aspects of the distribution process, such as
pending shipments and return receipts. Speed the

Leverage flexible picking options, such as speed bins
and wave picking, to streamline the picking process and
drive improvements in labor productivity and delivery
efficiencies. Utilize advanced cartonization tools to preallocate cartons during pick ticket creation for improved
efficiencies and reduced shipping costs. Implement

receiving process and optimize space management based
on product type, size, and inventory turnover rate with
streamlined putaway capabilities.

various warehouse technologies, such as wireless
devices, to automate data collection, reduce warehouse
errors, and to capitalize on improved picking and labor
efficiencies. Optimize your purchasing, stocking, picking,
and selling processes with flexible, multiple units of
measure. Leverage integrated customer routing guides
and freight rules to automatically calculate carrier and
freight terms.

Enhanced inventory
management
Lot and serial tracking enable you to manage and
validate returns, as well as meet customer specific
reorder needs quickly and efficiently. Minimize inventory
discrepancies with flexible inventory counting options,
including cycle and physical inventory counting. Improve
shipment tracking and management with integrated bills
of lading (BOL) and packing slips. Utilize real-time “as of”
inventory valuation to gain insight into inventory costs
for improved management and control.

Flexibility to meet customer
demands
Maximize your revenue potential by meeting customer
demands, with customer specific UCC 128 labeling,
flexible units of measure, and multiple UPC codes per
SKU. Meet mass merchant compliance requirements
with integrated EDI and shipment capabilities. Get
ahead of emerging customer requirements for delivery
efficiency gains by enabling your warehouses with
dynamic routing. And while our integrated WMS is built
to include all the tools you need, Apprise ERP can also
integrate with your existing third-party Warehouse
Management System.

Optimize your warehouses with improved data
visibility, inventory accuracy and labor efficiencies.
Control overages, shortages & shrinkage.

Apprise® Warehouse Management
>> Single or multiple warehouses and inter-warehouse
transfers — flexibility and control

>> Cross docking — increase efficiencies by quickly
filling back orders or priority customer orders

>> Bin, zone and location management — improved
space utilization

>> Integrated customer routing guides and freight
rules — automatically calculate carrier and freight
terms; streamline freight management and tracking

>> Speed bins — bulk picking for optimized labor
efficiencies
>> Not available bins — returns management and
tracking

>> Fleet delivery — improved picking by truck and
customer routes

>> Lay down areas — streamlined partial order and
pending shipment management

>> Shipping interfaces — seamlessly interface with
common shipping manifest systems such as UPS®
and FedEx®

>> Paper, label, and wireless picking — flexible options
to meet your current and future warehouse needs

>> Dynamic routing — meet emerging customer
delivery requirements with flexibility and control

>> Integrated wireless devices — automate data
collection; reduce warehouse errors; improve labor
efficiencies

>> Cycle and physical inventory counting — accurate
views of inventory status; tools for discrepancy
management

>> Wave picking — efficiency gains for delivery

>> Inventory valuation reports — “as of” inventory
values based on flexible costing standards

>> Advanced cartonization tools — pre-allocate cartons
for efficiency gains and reduced shipping costs
>> Labor management — productivity insight and cost
management
>> UCC 128 labeling — meet customer requirements
while managing and reducing chargebacks
>> Integrated EDI - self-managed or Apprise Managed
EDI Services
>> Lot and serial tracking — enhanced inventory
tracking and management for reorders and returns
>> Various units of measure for purchasing, stocking,
picking and selling — improved picking efficiencies;
flexibility for unique customer requirements
>> Multiple UPC codes per SKU — enhanced flexibility
and control
>> Directed putaway — more effective receiving and
optimized warehouse space utilization

>> Bills of Lading (BOL) — accurate shipment
management meeting GS1 standards
>> Packing slips — order level shipment tracking and
management
>> Robust information systems — real-time access
and drill-down capabilities for maximum warehouse
insights and control
>> Third-party WMS integration - Apprise ERP can
connect with your existing WMS for streamlined
data transfers

Making your supply chain better,
so you can run a better business
Apprise is focused on solving the unique supply chain
challenges of consumer goods manufacturers, importers and
distributors. With industry-specific ERP software and a global
team that understands your business, helping our clients
achieve more is what we do best.
For more information, contact sales@apprise.com or visit us
at apprise.com.
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